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The baby-themed puzzle, created by UK life insurance comparison site Reassured, features a jumble of baby accessories ... You can find the solution, and more fun brainteasers, below!

Can YOU find the lost teddy bear? Baby-themed brainteaser will put your observation skills to the test - and there's an 89-second record to beat
The basics are the same: you’re faced with a jumble of letters ... are all hand-crafted puzzles. AlphaPit isn’t random – it’s all about you finding the best solution for any given problem.

The best iPad games 2021: the best games in the App Store tested and rated
ISLAMABAD (AP) — A Taliban surge has put the insurgent force in control of key border posts, opened up fresh sources of revenue and rattled many of Afghanistan’s neighbors. In the Uzbek ...

US, Afghan’s neighbors scramble to address Taliban surge
Amid Russia-West tensions, both Russia and NATO have regularly scrambled fighter jets to identify and shadow the other party's aircraft.

Fighter jets scramble, interrupt leaders in Lithuania
A cycle of drought, freezing winters and pestilence have wreaked havoc on Connecticut forests in the past five years, officials say, leaving thousands of dead trees across the state in danger of ...

'Wreaking havoc': CT towns scramble for money to dispose of thousands of dead trees
It is a problem many parents have faced. Buried in most children’s bedrooms sits a bag of Lego pieces gathering dust. The instructions to the different sets have long gone missing and making ...

What to make with all that Lego? There’s now the Brickit app for that
We will highlight the challenges, the potential solutions and the role of London ... treatment” for Covid-19 and Ugandans have scrambled to get hold of the new medicine. Like some other ...

With vaccines in short supply, Ugandans scramble for Covid-19 ‘herbal remedy’
Chris Clunie chuckles thinking about what Stephen Curry's marketing potential might've been at Davidson during the Wildcats' remarkable 2008 NCAA Tournament run had Curry played in an era when ...

Colleges scramble to ensure NIL deals are safe, compliant
Friends and loved ones have started the scramble to make sure they are at Wembley to witness their biggest match since winning the World Cup in 1966, with the Football Association under a degree ...

England players scramble for extra tickets for friends and family to attend Wembley final
Europe and the US have won the scramble for vaccines – now they must help African nations produce their own Last modified on Mon 12 Jul 2021 09.55 EDT More than 3bn doses of the Covid-19 vaccine ...

Africa shouldn’t be forced to go it alone when it comes to Covid vaccines
Speaking to Spanish media, Barcelona president Joan Laporta has claimed contract talks with Messi are ‘on the right track’ - and they’re looking for a solution that suits all parties.

Lionel Messi: PSG make final transfer decision as Barcelona scramble for new contract
But there are already wage pressures emerging in parts of the economy as businesses scramble to find appropriate staff. The official cash rate remained at 0.1 per cent following Tuesday's monthly ...

Further signs of wage pressures emerging
Large bitcoin miners fleeing China to escape a state crackdown will take many months to start operating again, as data centres from Texas to Siberia scramble ... mathematical puzzles in a process ...

ANALYSIS-Limited capacity, difficult logistics to slow Chinese bitcoin miners' global shift
"I feel good about our ability to be able to respond." Friday's ransomware attack scrambled the data of hundreds of small businesses worldwide, including many in the United States. REvil ...

Cyber attack caused minimal damage: Biden
A news conference at a NATO air base in Lithuania featuring Lithuania's president and Spain's prime minister got abruptly cut off Thursday when the pair of Spanish fighter jets serving as the ...

Fighter jets scramble, interrupt leaders in Lithuania
The school has partnered with COMPASS and INFLCR to provide solutions for education, monitoring, disclosure, and brand-building. And there are other companies, too,, that have all struck deals ...

Colleges scramble to ensure NIL deals are safe, compliant
HONG KONG/SHANGHAI (Reuters) - Large bitcoin miners fleeing China to escape a state crackdown will take many months to start operating again, as data centres from Texas to Siberia scramble to ...

Analysis-Limited capacity, difficult logistics to slow Chinese bitcoin miners' global shift
FILE - In this March 12, 2020, file photo, the national office of the NCAA in Indianapolis is shown. The NCAA Board of Directors is expected to greenlight one of the biggest changes in the history ...
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